
Did Eye Mention This Week’s Success? 
Weekly Report 4/8/19 to 4/14/19 
 

This week, the idea was to officially close off the eyeglasses drive and give all the 
glasses to Mr. Holsinger, with the McKinney Noon Lions Club. Additionally this week, an 
email was sent out to all the schools, thanking them for participating in the drive. I made 
sure to include the total amount of eyeglasses collected and which school donated the most. 
Next in the week, I visited my mentor, which turned into an Observation and Mentor Visit. 
Also this week, I went back to Shawnee Trail to get more glasses that were donated, 
furthering my grand total of eyeglasses collected. Lastly in this long week, I created a Final 
Presentation Night invitation and got an official classroom for my presentation in May. I also 
arranged driving details for the visit to Watauga, with Mr. Holsinger. 

 
While dropping off the eyeglasses in Allen, there were a ton of glasses, so it took 

awhile to make sure that everything was secure and ready for transportation. Also, it was 
nice to finally get the glasses off my hands and give them to someone else. With the visit to 
Watauga coming up quick, I invited four other friends in ISM to come with me on this part 
of my Final Product. I am excited because this will be a great opportunity to talk to the other 
members of the Lions Club, and get to talk more about ISM and our topics we are studying. 
All final details about carpooling and meeting spots were finalized this week. 
 

In the week, I had a Mentor Visit/ Observation with Dr. Brooks, regarding my Final 
Product progress and observing a patient. It was interesting to see how Dr. Brooks adjusted 
her diagnosis for the patient, due to the patient’s condition of having Type I Diabetes.  
 

The last part of the week was creating an invitation for Final Presentation Night, 
along with officially getting a classroom for my presentation at the end of May. With this 
past week being very busy, I was unable to work on my article discussing the drive. Next 
week’s goal will be to work on the article and ensure that majority of the work is complete 
for the following week, when I go to meet up with Mrs. Kelly Walker. Another goal for next 
week is to update both the physical and electronic portfolios, that way my mentor is able to 
review them and fill out the form. 


